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At Sidebar

Thomas a. Donovan

the principle of judicial review of the constitutionality 
of legislation while avoiding a confrontation with the 
President, there have been historic confrontations 
between the Supreme Court and the President 
regarding their respective powers. For instance, 
President Jackson declined to take any action to 
enforce the Court’s decision in Worcester v. Georgia,3 
holding federal authority superior to state authority 
with regard to relations with Native American 
tribes. And President Franklin Roosevelt attempted 
unsuccessfully to obtain authority to name additional 
justices to the Supreme Court when the Court 
held New Deal legislation unconstitutional. The 
Court’s ruling on the healthcare reform legislation, 
however, seems to obviate the potential for such a 
confrontation. 

Marbury v. Madison
In Marbury v. Madison, Chief Justice Marshall, 

a Federalist, declared that James Madison, the 
secretary of state in the recently elected Democratic-
Republican administration of President Thomas 
Jefferson, had wrongfully withheld from William 
Marbury his commission of office as a magistrate 
in the District of Columbia. But, in a politically 
deft decision, he avoided a confrontation with the 
Jefferson administration by holding that the Supreme 
Court did not have jurisdiction to issue the requested 
writ of mandamus to compel Madison to deliver the 
commission to Marbury. 

The background to Marbury was the election 
of 1800, in which the Federalist President John 

Adams lost to the Democratic-Republican Thomas 
Jefferson. After the election, the lame duck Congress, 
still controlled by the Federalists, passed legislation 
to establish 10 new district courts and three new 
circuit courts, as well as adding additional judges to 
each circuit. Further, the amendment authorized the 
President to appoint additional justices of the peace. 
On March 3, 1801, Adams appointed 16 Federalist 
circuit judges and 42 Federalist justices of the peace 
to offices created by the new act. All were approved 
by the lame duck Senate the following day. Marbury 
was one of the new justices of the peace nominated 
by Adams and approved by the Senate. Adams 
then signed Marbury’s commission to a five year 
term. However, the new secretary of state, Madison, 
refused to deliver the commission, since the Jefferson 
administration considered the Adams appointments 
an attempt to prolong Federalist control over the 
judiciary. Marbury filed in the Supreme Court an 
original action requesting a writ of mandamus 
compelling Madison to deliver the commission.

Marshall’s opinion for the Supreme Court 
unequivocally declared that Marbury’s appointment to 
the office was legally complete, since his nomination 
by the President had been approved by the Senate, 
the President had signed the commission, and the 
commission had been sealed by the secretary of 
state. Further, the appointment was not revocable by 
the President, because Marbury was appointed for a 
five year term and did not serve the pleasure of the 
President. “To withhold his commission,” Marshall 
wrote, “is an act deemed by the court not warranted 
by law, but violative of a vested right.”4 Moreover, 
he declared that the law extended to Marbury the 
remedy of mandamus to correct this wrongful act. 
And Congress had explicitly granted to the Supreme 
Court the power to issue writs of mandamus to public 
officers in such cases of wrongful action by the 
public officers. But Marshall held that the Supreme 
Court could not issue the writ of mandamus to which 
Marbury was entitled because, under Article III of 
the Constitution, it had only appellate jurisdiction 
over such cases. Marbury’s case, filed as an original 
action in the Supreme Court, was outside the 
Court’s appellate jurisdiction. Thus, the Judiciary Act 
purporting to authorize the Court to issue a writ of 
mandamus was unconstitutional. Marbury’s request 
for the writ was discharged.

Marshall clearly labeled Madison’s conduct as 

“John marshall has made his Decision, now Let him Enforce It” 
–attributed to President andrew Jackson, 1832

As this Article is being written, the Supreme Court 

has just sustained the bulk of the Patient Protec-

tion and Affordable Care Act (Pub. L. 111-148).1 

Commentators will for years speculate about 

(and historians will later comb the private papers 

of the justices for any evidence of) whether the 

prospect of a potentially historic confrontation 

between the President and the Supreme Court 

had any impact on the ruling. Although the Su-

preme Court in Marbury v. Madison2 established 



unlawful and explicitly stated Marbury had a right to 
relief. However, by refusing to order the Democratic-
Republican administration to deliver the commission, 
Chief Justice Marshall avoided a confrontation with 
the Executive Branch in which the Executive Branch 
would be called upon to take action which it was 
likely to refuse.

Worcester v. Georgia
In 1832, President Andrew Jackson took no 

action to enforce the decision of the Supreme Court 
that Georgia was unconstitutionally imprisoning 
two missionaries to the Cherokee, in violation of 
federal treaties with the tribe, notwithstanding his 
constitutional duty to “take Care that the Laws be 
faithfully executed.”5

By the 1820s, members of the Cherokee tribe 
resided in northern Georgia and eastern Tennessee 
on farms, churches, and schools virtually identical 
to those of their white neighbors. Despite the earlier 
rancor generated by the Cherokees’ having sided with 
the British in the American Revolution, the Cherokee 
had signed a series of treaties with the United States 
which guaranteed the Cherokee lands in Georgia and 
promised to protect them.

In 1802, however, the federal government had 
promised Georgia it would try to extinguish Native 
American titles to land in the state in return for 
Georgia’s ceding to the United States its claims to 
western lands. By 1824, Georgia complained that 
the federal government was not acting quickly 
enough. When President Monroe declared that the 
federal government would only use peaceful means 
to relocate the Native Americans, Georgia decided 
to take action itself. The discovery of gold on the 
Cherokee lands in the late 1820s only aggravated the 
problem.6

Georgians entered Cherokee territory to work 
gold mines in violation of federal and Cherokee laws 
prohibiting settling or trading on Cherokee lands 
without a license. Moreover, the Georgia legislature 
passed laws confiscating Cherokee lands, nullifying 
Cherokee laws on the confiscated lands, forbidding 
the Cherokee from digging for gold on their own lands 
and even ordering the arrest of any Cherokee who 
encouraged the tribe to reject emigration to the West. 
At the request of the Georgia governor, President 
Jackson removed the federal troops defending the 
Cherokee lands. He declared that states had the right 
to extend their laws over tribal lands within their 
borders, notwithstanding treaties to the contrary. 
In addition, Jackson supported an Indian Removal 
Bill in Congress, which authorized the President to 
exchange western lands with any tribe now residing 
within the limits of any state or territory. Despite 
widespread opposition in the North, the removal bill 
passed Congress 102 to 97 in 1830. 

The Supreme Court’s first involvement in the 
conflict between Georgia and the Cherokee arose 

from a criminal case in the Georgia state courts. 
Asserting jurisdiction over Cherokee territory, a state 
court convicted a Cherokee named George Tassel 
of murdering another Cherokee on Cherokee land. 
Representing Tassel were William Wirt, formerly the 
attorney general of the United States under Monroe 
and Adams (and the 1832 candidate for President 
from the Anti-Masonic Party), and John Sergeant 
(the 1832 vice presidential nominee of the National 
Republicans). Following an established procedure, 
they appealed the conviction to the U.S. Supreme 
Court. The state judge forwarded the Supreme Court’s 
notice of the appeal and writ of error to Georgia 
Governor George Gilmer. Gilmer sent the notice to 
the state legislature, with a note that “orders received 
from the Supreme Court in any manner interfering 
with decisions of the courts of the state … will 
be disregarded.” The legislature not only adopted 
a resolution refusing to compromise the state’s 
sovereignty by becoming involved in the Supreme 
Court case, but authorized Tassel’s execution, which 
occurred two days later. 

Shortly after Georgia ignored the Supreme Court in 
Tassel, Wirt and Sergeant filed in the Supreme Court 
an action on behalf of the Cherokee against Georgia. 
They sought an injunction barring Georgia from 
enforcing Georgia laws within the Cherokee territory. 
Georgia again ignored the suit, neither filing an 
answer nor appearing at oral argument. Wirt declared 
at oral argument that concerns about the Court’s 
ability to enforce its own orders should not deter the 
Court from exercising its prescribed jurisdiction. 

If we have a government at all, there is no 
difficulty. … In pronouncing your decree you 
will have declared the law; and it is part of 
the sworn duty of the President of the United 
States to “take care that the laws be faithfully 
executed.” … It is your function to say what the 
law is. It is his to cause at to be executed. If he 
refuses to perform his duty, the constitution has 
provided a remedy.7 

On March 18, 1831, the Court ruled 7-2 in 
Cherokee Nation v. Georgia, 30 U.S. 1, that it had no 
jurisdiction. Marshall argued that Native American 
tribes were neither “foreign nations,” nor states of the 
union but “domestic, dependent nations.” Moreover, 
the claim would require the Court to “control the 
legislature of Georgia and to restrain the exertion of 
its physical force.” Thus, he wrote, it might well be 
questioned as appearing to be too much “the exercise 
of political power to be within the proper province” 
of the judiciary.8 In separate concurring opinions, 
Justices Baldwin and Johnson denied that the tribes 
could be considered sovereign statutes or distinct 
political communities.
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Then, on a Sunday afternoon following church 
services in July 1831, Georgia’s representatives 
arrested 11 white missionaries to the Cherokee for 
failing to comply with a Georgia statute requiring all 
whites in Cherokee territory to have a license from 
Georgia and to take an oath to support Georgia laws. 
Governor Gilmer believed the missionaries were 
encouraging the Cherokee to refuse to emigrate. The 
initial charges were dismissed on the grounds that 
the federal support the missionaries received made 
them federal employees. But when the missionaries 
still refused to leave, the governor persuaded 
Jackson to deny they were federal employees and 
to remove Worcester from his position as local 
postmaster. They were then re-arrested. Convicted 
in September and sentenced to several years of 
hard labor, all but two of the missionaries accepted 
the governor’s offer of pardons in return for taking 
the oath. But Samuel Worcester and Elizur Butler 
refused the offer of pardon. Wirt and Sergeant, now 
representing Worcester, appealed his conviction to 
the U.S. Supreme Court. Georgia’s new governor, 
Wilson Lumpkin, told the state legislature that he 
would disregard any “unconstitutional requisitions” 
and “resist Federal usurpations.” The legislature 
resolved that any attempt by the Supreme Court to 
reverse the state court decision would be treated as 
“unconstitutional and arbitrary interference in the 
administration of her criminal laws.”9

After three days of oral arguments in February 
1832 (in which Georgia again refused to appear), 
Chief Justice Marshall delivered the opinion of the 
Court on March 3. This time, the Court found no 
obstacle to its jurisdiction, since the case involved 
the prosecution of individuals and the state statute 
conflicted with federal treaties with the Cherokee. 
The Georgia statute under which Worcester had 
been prosecuted, the Court said, was contrary to 
the United States’ treaties with the Cherokee under 
which the federal government “promised to stop 
other American citizens from settling in Cherokee 
lands, promised to the sole and exclusive regulation 
of trade … and guaranteed to the Cherokee all their 
lands.” Consequently, the judgment of conviction was 
a nullity.10 Justice Baldwin dissented on the basis of 
his Cherokee Nation opinion, and Johnson was absent 
due to illness. 

Two days after the Supreme Court issued its 
opinion, it issued a mandate ordering the Georgia 
court to release the missionaries. On March 17, the 
Georgia court refused, declining even to record 
its decision refusing to obey the Supreme Court. 
Governor Lumpkin also refused to release the 
prisoners, declining even to respond to the request 
in writing. Although the Supreme Court had issued to 
the state court a mandate to release the missionaries, 
the contemporary procedure apparently required the 

Court to issue a second mandate before federal force 
was used. Since the Supreme Court had adjourned 
before application could be made for the second 
mandate, no further judicial action was available until 
the Court’s 1833 session.11 

But it was clear that Jackson would not enforce 
the order. President Jackson was quoted by Horace 
Greeley and was popularly believed to have said, 
“Well, John Marshall has made his decision, now 
let him enforce it.”12 To a supporter he wrote, much 
less memorably, “The decision of the Supreme Court 
has fell stillborn, and they find they cannot coerce 
Georgia to yield to its mandate.”13 In response to 
a direct question from John Ridge, speaker of the 
Cherokee National Council, Jackson made it clear 
the federal government would not interfere with 
Georgia’s imposing its laws on the Cherokee.14 
Jackson’s rationale is given in his July 1833 veto 
of the bill extending the life of the Second Bank 
of the United States (while under political pressure 
to release the missionaries). Jackson declared that 
it is “as much the duty” of Congress and President 
“to decide upon the constitutionality” of legislation 
as “it is of the Supreme Judges.”15 The missionaries 
remained in jail. 

Worcester and his fellow missionary were ultimately 
freed as a result of larger political developments. In 
November 1832, a South Carolina convention passed 
a Nullification Ordinance declaring the federal tariffs 
of 1828 and 1832 void in South Carolina. Jackson 
responded by supporting Congress’ enactment of 
a Force Bill that would make it a federal crime 
to carry out the South Carolina nullification law. 
Popular opinion recognized the inconsistency 
between Jackson’s acceptance of Georgia’s refusal 
to recognize federal law and his resistance to South 
Carolina’s nullification. Jackson began indicating that 
if Worcester returned to the Supreme Court, he would 
enforce any order of the Court.16

Before the Supreme Court met in 1833, 
representatives of Governor Lumpkin visited 
Worcester and told him that the missionaries would 
be released immediately if he withdrew his suit. On 
Jan. 8, 1833, Worcester instructed Wirt to discontinue 
the suit. He then wrote two letters to Governor 
Lumpkin requesting a pardon, which was granted on 
Jan. 14, 1833.17

On Dec. 29, 1835, 300 to 500 of the 17,000 
members of the Cherokee tribe met at New Echota, 
Ga., the Cherokee capital, and accepted a treaty 
with the federal government agreeing to remove the 
tribe from Georgia to the West. The majority of the 
tribe protested the treaty, charging that it had been 
obtained by trickery. President Jackson responded 
by ordering General Wood, commanding the federal 
troops in Cherokee territory, to enforce the treaty, 
declaring that he “had ceased to recognize” any 
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Cherokee government and forbidding the Cherokee 
to assemble to discuss the treaty.18

FDR’s Court-Packing Plan
President Franklin Roosevelt had the most famous 

modern confrontation with the Supreme Court, when 
he called for authority to add to the Court justices of 
his own liking after the Court struck down his New 
Deal legislation.

Initially the Supreme Court had had a mixed 
reaction to state and federal legislation addressing the 
Great Depression. In Home Building & Loan Ass’n v. 
Blaisdell, 290 U.S. 398 (1934) and Nebbia v. New York, 
291 U.S. 502 (1935), the Court rejected challenges 
to state legislation concerning the suspension of 
creditors’ remedies and milk price controls. On the 
other hand, in Panama Refining Co. v. Ryan, 293 U.S. 
388 (1935), by an 8-1 vote, the Court struck down 
portions of the petroleum code under the National 
Industrial Recovery Act. On Feb. 18, 1935, by a 
5-4 vote, the Court in a trilogy of cases19 sustained 
the Roosevelt administration’s actions in requiring 
citizens to surrender all gold coins, currency, notes 
and bullion to the government in return for paper 
currency. Although Chief Justice Hughes’ opinion for 
the Court in Perry excoriated the legislation as clearly 
immoral, it held the government’s actions to be within 

the government’s plenary power to regulate money 
and the plaintiff to have failed to prove damages.20

However, in 1935 and 1936 the Court struck 
down a series of federal statutes enacted during 
the Roosevelt Administration, including the Railroad 
Retirement Act; the Frazier-Lemke Fair Bankruptcy 
Act (which allowed farmers to suspend foreclosure 
proceedings or to re-acquire farms lost to foreclosure); 
the National Industrial Recovery Act; the Agricultural 
Adjustment Act; the Bituminous Coal Conservation 
Act (which attempted to salvage the NIRA’s coal 
industry code); and the Municipal Bankruptcy Act 
(which permitted municipalities and other political 
subdivisions to adjust their debts through federal 
court proceedings).21 The Court did uphold the 
legislation for the Tennessee Valley Authority.22 On 
the other hand, although it had earlier upheld state 
Depression relief legislation under the doctrine of the 
state’s police power, the Court struck down the New 
York minimum wage law in 1936.23 

President Roosevelt publicly attacked the Supreme 
Court’s decisions. After the Schechter Poultry decision, 
for instance, he declared at a May 31, 1936, press 
conference that the majority of the Court had 
“relegated [the country] to a horse and buggy 
definition of interstate commerce.”24
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After winning re-election in November 1936, 
President Roosevelt took a more direct approach 
toward revising Supreme Court doctrine. On Jan. 
30, 1937, Roosevelt’s 55th birthday, the President 
revealed to his closest aides a draft of a bill to 
reorganize the federal judiciary. If a federal judge 
failed to retire within six months after turning 70 
and had served 10 years in office, the proposed 
legislation would have authorized the President to 
appoint another judge or justice to serve along side 
the over-70 judge or justice. It limited Roosevelt to 
appointing a maximum of six additional Supreme 
Court justices and 50 new judges, with no more 
than two new judges on any particular lower federal 
court. Since six of the then-sitting justices of the 
Supreme Court were over 70 with more than 10 
years of service, the legislation would have allowed 
FDR to pick six additional justices, virtually assuring 
the safety of New Deal legislation against any 
further constitutional attacks. 25 Roosevelt wanted 
to introduce his bill after the Annual White House 
Dinner with the Justice on Feb. 2, but before oral 
arguments on the cases on the National Labor 
Relations Act on Feb. 8, 1937.26 

On Feb. 5, 1937, Roosevelt introduced his plan 
to Congress and to the public. In part, he explained 
the plan as a remedy for an alleged inability 
of the federal courts to deal with its case load. 
His proposal provoked immediate opposition, with 
former President Hoover, who had lost to Roosevelt 
in the election of 1932, accusing Roosevelt of an 
attempt “to pack the court.” Opposition however, 
was not limited to Republicans. Democratic House 
Judiciary Committee Chairman Hatten Summers told 
colleagues, “Boys, this is where I cash in my chips.” 
Independent Sen. George Norris and Democratic Sen. 
Burton Wheeler also announced their opposition. 
Newspaper editorials and public opinion polls also 
evidenced substantial opposition.27 

On March 9, 1937, President Roosevelt addressed 
the opposition to his plan in a radio “fireside chat.” 
He began by attacking the four-justice minority that 
had voted to strike down his sequestration of all gold 
money. “In effect,” he said, “four justices ruled that 
the right under a private contract to exact a pound 
of flesh was more sacred than the main objectives 
of the Constitution to establish an enduring nation.” 
Roosevelt then implicitly rejected arguments for 
resolving the issues by constitutional amendment 
because it would delay economic relief. And he 
castigated the Court for failing to respect the will of 
the democratically elected branches of the federal 
government.

Acknowledging Marbury’s recognition of a judicial 
power to declare federal legislation unconstitutional, 
Roosevelt asserted that “a little later the Court itself 
admitted that it was an extraordinary power to 

exercise and through Mr. Justice Washington laid 
down this limitation upon it: ‘It is but a decent respect 
due to the wisdom, the integrity and the patriotism 
of the legislative body, by which any legislation is 
passed, to presume in favor of its validity until its 
violation of the Constitution is proved beyond all 
reasonable doubt.’” Recently, however, following the 
growth of the progressive movement for social and 
economic improvement through legislation, according 
to Roosevelt, “the Court has more and more often 
and more and more boldly asserted a power to veto 
laws passed by the Congress and State Legislatures 
in complete disregard of the original limitation.” The 
majority of the Court, Roosevelt charged, had been 
acting as a policy-making body, not a judicial one:

[T]he majority of the Court has been assuming 
the power to pass on the wisdom of these acts 
of Congress—and to approve or disapprove the 
public policy written into the laws.

Accordingly, Roosevelt declared, the time had 
come to save the Constitution from the Court:

We must find a way to take an appeal from the 
Supreme Court to the Constitution itself. We 
want a Supreme Court which will do justice 
under the Constitution and not over it.28

Roosevelt’s proposed judicial reorganization 
legislation was defeated by a combination of (i) public 
and congressional sentiment that the court-packing 
scheme went too far; (ii) a change in Justice Owen 
Roberts’ position; and (iii) the retirement of Justice 
Willis Van Devanter. But Roosevelt got the Supreme 
Court support he wanted for his New Deal.

Public opinion polls showed majorities of varying 
strengths opposed the legislation. Bar associations 
declared opposition to the bill. Even Vice President 
John Nance Garner expressed disapproval of the bill, 
holding his nose and giving a thumbs-down from 
the back of the Senate Chamber. House Judiciary 
Chairman Holton W. Summers also refused to 
endorse the bill.29 Unable to make progress in the 
House, the administration tried to move the bill 
through the Senate, where hearings in the Judiciary 
Committee began on March 10, 1937. 

On March 29, 1937, however, the Supreme Court 
handed down three decisions sustaining New Deal 
legislation, two by unanimous votes. Wright v. Vinton 
Branch, 300 U.S. 440, sustained a new Frazier-Lemke 
Act aiding farmers in foreclosure, which had been 
rewritten in light of the Radford decision’s objections. 
Virginia Railway v. System Federation No. 4, 300 U.S. 
515, upheld labor regulations for the railroad industry; 
both decisions were unanimous. And in West Coast 
Hotel Co. v. Parrish, 300 U.S. 379, the Court reversed 
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its prior course in Tipaldo and sustained minimum 
wage legislation. Justice Roberts, who had voted 
against the minimum wage law in Tipaldo, voted in 
Parrish to overrule the Court’s decision in Adkins 
v. Children’s Hospital, 261 U.S. 525 (1923). Adkins 
had been the precedent for striking down minimum 
wage laws in Tipaldo. Roberts’ change in position 
from Tipaldo to Parrish was explained on the basis 
that the appellant in Tipaldo, unlike Parrish, sought 
to distinguish the statute in Adkins from the New 
York statute in Tipaldo, but did not ask the Court to 
reconsider Adkins.30

Although the March 29 decisions are often popularly 
referred to as “the switch in time that saved nine,” it 
has been argued that judicial change both preceded 
the announcement of the court-packing plan and was 
independent of it. Roberts had voted for certiorari in 
Parrish prior to the 1936 election. And immediately 
after oral arguments on Dec. 17, 1936, he announced 
to his colleagues his support for overturning Adkins. 
Thus, Justice Roberts had announced his change in 
position on minimum wage legislation, at least six 
weeks prior to Roosevelt’s announcement of his 
court-packing plan. When the initial vote by the 
justices in conference on Dec. 19, 1936, was tied 
4-4 because of the illness of Justice Stone, a reliable 
supporter of the New Deal, Chief Justice Hughes 
held the decision until after Stone’s return.31 In April, 
1937, Hughes announced his support for the National 
Labor Relations Act in a series of 5-4 decisions, 
and in May he joined a 5-4 majority sustaining the 
Social Security Tax. He denied emphatically that the 
judicial reorganization plan had any effect on his 
decisions.32

In any event, conservative Justice Van Devanter 
announced on May 18, 1937, his intent to retire at 
the end of the term. Congress had removed one 
motivation for elderly justices to retain their seats by 
restoring retired justices to pensions equal to their full 
salary as active justices.33 The Economy Act, passed 
shortly after Roosevelt’s first inauguration, had cut 
the pensions of retired justices by one-half (although 
the Congress had temporarily restored full pensions 
in February 1937). 

Public opposition to the concept of court-packing, 
the growing receptiveness of Justice Roberts and Chief 
Justice Hughes to approving New Deal legislation 
and the retirement of Justice Van Devanter resulted in 
Congress’ rejection of the court reorganization plan. 
In May, the Senate Judiciary Committee referred the 
bill to the Senate with an adverse recommendation.34 
In July 1937, the bill was sent back to the Judiciary 
Committee by the Senate by a vote of 70 to 20, 
with an instruction to strip the provisions regarding 
additional appointments.

While President Roosevelt’s proposal to add 
supportive justices to the Supreme Court in retribution 
for the Court’s handling of New Deal legislation 
failed, Roosevelt got the judicial support for the New 

Deal which he wanted and slowly enjoyed the ability 
to make his own appointments to the Court. Not only 
did he appoint Justice Hugo Black to replace Van 
Devanter in 1937, he eventually appointed seven of 
the Court’s nine justices.35

The Supreme Court and the Patient Protection and 
Affordable Care Act

Although it is possible to descry in the Court’s 
consideration of the Patient Protection and Affordable 
Care Act glimpses reminiscent of the principal 
players’ actions in the Marbury and New Deal cases, 
it will be years before historians can assess whether 
those parallels are meaningful.

President Obama’s public critiques of the Court 
are reminiscent of President Roosevelt’s. In his Jan. 
27, 2010, State of the Union Speech, with six of 
the nine Supreme Court justices seated feet away 
from him in the first and second rows of the House 
Chamber, President Obama criticized the Court’s 
week-old decision in Citizens United v. Federal 
Election Commission36 as a reversal of a century of 
precedent and called for Congress to act of override 
the decision. The President declared:

With all due deference to separation of powers, 
last week the Supreme Court reversed a century 
of law that, I believe, will open the floodgates for 
special interests, including foreign corporations, 
to spend without limit in our elections. I don’t 
think American elections should be bankrolled 
by America’s most powerful interests or, worse, 
by foreign entities. They should be decided by 
the American people. And I urge Democrats 
and Republicans to pass a bill that helps correct 
some of these problems.37

More recently, in the week after the Supreme 
Court heard arguments on the constitutionality of the 
Affordable Care Act, President Obama was asked at 
a joint press conference with the President of Mexico 
and the Prime Minister of Canada, how he would 
guarantee health care to the uninsured if the act were 
declared unconstitutional. In language evocative 
of Roosevelt’s March 1937 Fireside Chat, President 
Obama declared he was confident the Supreme 
Court, “an unelected group of people,” would not 
“take what would be an unprecedented, extraordinary 
step of overturning a law that was passed by a strong 
majority of a democratically elected Congress.”38 

In Chief Justice Roberts’ declaration that the 
universal insurance mandate is not sustainable under 
the Commerce Clause, although it is sustainable as 
a tax, is there a little bit of Chief Justice Marshall 
declaring a legal principle but avoiding a confrontation 
with the President? A little bit of Justice Owen 
Roberts’ changing his position on minimum wage 
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laws, or Chief Justice Hughes’ increasing acceptance 
of the New Deal in the face of a determined Chief 
Executive? Only history will tell. TFL

Thomas A. Donovan is a member of the FBA Editorial 
Board and a partner in the Pittsburgh office of K&L 
Gates LLP.
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